At a time of uncertainty over film and television texts being transferred online and onto portable media players, this article examines one of the few visual texts that exists comfortably on multiple screen technologies: the trailer. Adopted as an early cross-media text, the trailer now sits across cinema, television, home video, the Internet, games consoles, mobile phones and iPods. Exploring the aesthetic and structural changes the trailer has undergone in its journey from the cinema to the iPod screen, the article focuses on the new mobility of these trailers, the shrinking screen size, and how audience participation with these texts has influenced both trailer production and distribution techniques. Exploring these texts, and their technological display, reveals how modern distribution techniques have created a shifting and interactive relationship between film studio and audience. (packaged and presented as portable and pliable, videotapes shrunk films, and trailers, onto a format that could be carried in the hand, taken between houses, rented and returned), it is the more recent expansion of the Internet and portable video players that have changed the trailer audience from mass spectator to individual participant, from unwilling recipient to willing consumer, and from passive viewer to active controller, able to pause, fast-forward and advance images frame-by-frame. These mobile trailers depict a move from the social (cinema, television) to the personal (computer, iPod, phone).
In the current atmosphere of uncertainty over how film and television programmes are made available both online and to mobile media players, this article will focus on a visual text that regularly moves between the multiple screens of cinema, television, computer and mobile phone: the film trailer. A unique text that has often been overlooked in studies of film and media, trailer analysis reveals new approaches to traditional concerns such as stardom, genre and narrative, and engages in more recent debates on interactivity and textual mobility. 'Film' trailer is itself a disingenuous term: although it has been described as a 'brief film text… created for the purpose of projecting in theatres to promote a film's theatrical release,' (Kernan, 2004, p 'talk one-to-one with a potential customer' (Anthony Goldschmidt, quoted in Debruge, 2000) ; trailers on mobile videophones let you 'carry the Star Wars universe around with you' (Orange Press Release, 2004) ; and the video iPod was heralded by Steve Jobs as 'the coolest way to watch movie trailers in the world.' (Kahney, 2005) This intimacy has been created through the combination of mobility and interactivity offered by the mobile trailer. Each new technology has shifted the personal and temporal space within which the trailer message is viewed, reviewed and, potentially, amended. Although this development began with video trailers in the 1980s (packaged and presented as portable and pliable, videotapes shrunk films, and trailers, onto a format that could be carried in the hand, taken between houses, rented and returned), it is the more recent expansion of the Internet and portable video players that have changed the trailer audience from mass spectator to individual participant, from unwilling recipient to willing consumer, and from passive viewer to active controller, able to pause, fast-forward and advance images frame-by-frame. These mobile trailers depict a move from the social (cinema, television) to the personal (computer, iPod, phone) .
The film companies have been quick to restructure trailers in order to target and attract particular fan cultures, but the interactive nature of the audience extends beyond playback options. The availability of desktop software and access to multiple file-sharing websites has empowered fan audiences to produce and display their own unique trailer texts. Henry Jenkins' Textual Poachers (1992) explored the products of fandom, the stories, songs and films that fans have historically produced and circulated amongst their own groups, but as he acknowledges in a more recent book, 'the Web has pushed that hidden layer of cultural activity into the foreground.' (Jenkins, 2006, p. 133) The article will show how this concept of a new Internet visibility can be seen in fan-produced trailers for established cultural products such as Star Wars and Back to the Future, as well as in the efforts of studios and production companies to target and attract that active online fanbase.
In order to explore these developments, this article will consider the first experiments in trailer production for three central screen technologies: the Internet, mobile videophones and the video iPod. Given that fan cultures are early adopters of new media technology (Jenkins, 2006, p. 131 There's an opportunity to create trailers for the Internet that would be completely different from the trailer you would create for a theatrical experience… To just run the same trailer on the Internet, even though it gets four gazillion hits, may not be the best use of the footage that was selected for a theatrical experience.
(Goldschmidt, in Debruge, 2000) In November 1998, 'the most anticipated two minutes of film ever' was the teaser trailer for Star Wars Episode I: The Phantom Menace. (Mzimbo, 1999, p. 44) Since June that year, Lucasfilm had been teasing online fans with short video documentaries that followed production on the film, but restricted access to any new footage of the Star Wars universe. The use of Apple's Quicktime software to stream these videos was unusual in 1998 Hollywood, where official websites tended to be based around simple content: text biographies of stars, production details, poster images, star photographs, and occasional sound clips of music or effects. 1 (Jones, 2003, p. 165) The Episode I trailer may not have been specifically modelled for the fan / cult audience, but its success (and online impact) was followed by the rise of more intricate, complex and layered montage sequences within trailer structure. As trailers were debated and pieced apart online to reveal potential 'spoiler' information, film companies complicated the process, producing trailers that added in more images and increased the pitch of editing to a point where the casual viewer might miss a piece of information. The dedicated fan would, however, be able to discover it through downloading, pausing and re-watching the trailer text.
The creation of trailers specially designed to appeal to the Internet audience can texts, and the discursive network that surrounded their dissemination, will consider the restrictions imposed by these mobile screens, the aesthetic opportunities they may offer to future trailer structure, and whether they continue the notion of audience control and interaction so central to online dissemination. being 'on the periphery' of promotional sites, with the future lying not in videophonespecific trailers, but in 'user-generated content… like YouTube.' (Ashberry, 2006) This raises the possibility of a more participatory experience -similar to the production of online fan trailers -but it has yet to be demonstrated on the videophone screen. With 3G phones offering a better video experience -streaming video rather than downloading increases the size of media file that can be accessed -the quality of trailer viewing will increase. Whether the availability will be restricted to cinema or online trailers transferred to the smaller screen, or if fans will use the screen to share and distribute their own products remains to be seen. trailers have remained a popular download option -partly because they are seen as free content, but also because their short length suits the iPod experience (traditionally based around the short form of music tracks and/or videos). Like the Nokia 6630 videophone, the iPod has a small screen size -marginally larger than the average mobile phone at 5cm by 3.8cm (320 by 240 pixels) -but unlike the phone, the quality of the image is much higher, partly due to the processing power, screen resolution and playback software contained within the iPod. Antoinette's teaser offers a suggestive example of. Whether or not these aesthetic elements are developed, the growth of mobile media in both videophones and portable music players suggests that the introduction of a specific trailer that targets the smaller screens of these dissemination technologies will happen, and that trailer production techniques may be altered once again.
At its launch in

Conclusion
The technological advances that have expanded the range and number of media screens on which filmed images can be played (and replayed) have decreased the size of those visual interfaces, but increased the mobility that they offer to audiences. The size of the potential audience has shrunk from hundreds to one, while the level of interactivity and control offered to that audience has increased exponentially. The technologies that have made trailers mobile have removed them from the traditional programmed place within a film or television schedule: the Internet and portable media players have actively encouraged fans to download a library of current and classic trailers, to be played (replayed, paused, fast-forwarded) whenever the viewer wanted, rather than at a pre-set time and place. These issues of trailer dissemination, the studio-audience relationship, and fan interactivity are crucial to our understanding of the selected Internet, phone and iPod previews that illuminate recent changes in the aesthetics and structure of the trailer text.
Mobility remains a key quality. Orange based an entire publicity campaign around the idea of carrying the Star Wars universe around in your pocket, despite the less than stellar visual display the phone technology offered. Viewing trailers on the move allows fan cultures to access this information whenever required, and links to one of the reasons why trailers have proved so popular. Given the recent interest in trailers because of their potential 'spoiler' information for forthcoming features (a particular fascination among modern fan cultures), the desire to access and display these layered texts on the move (or, more importantly, not restricted to the home, or the one screen) has also grown. As free video files, they allow owners to demonstrate the abilities of a video iPod, videophone or PSP. The online activity of downloading and sharing trailers has simply become mobile.
The downside of this mobility is that the available screen size has shrunk, but the trailer industry maintains its grip on a cinematic or theatrical framing, specifically its insistence on widescreen or letterboxed images. Although screen size has been shrinking since the 1950s, the trailer has continued to exist theatrically in a widescreen format: despite the dominance of television, home video and DVD, the wider screen has remained a central cinematic concept. New mobile videophones now mimic the widescreen dimensions, while the next generation of iPods and iPhones feature touch screens that allow for the more rectangular image area. This focus on the widescreen aspect ratio means that there has been little or no attempt to create a new aesthetic, composed for the smaller screen and more reliant on close images and soundtrack over larger scale visual spectacle. Only the Episode III: Revenge of the Sith videophone trailer offers an experiment in full screen visuals and because of file and format issues, it is not entirely successful. So, the expansion onto new media screens has been undertaken in terms that reinforce the theatrical trailer aesthetic and presentation. Despite the influence of the iPod, which originally offered a new mobility and storage option for music tracks, it appears that widescreen imagery will remain dominant on these small, mobile screens.
Audience interaction has become key to the trailer production industry, but it also remains an important participatory element for viewers. that in order to retain their audiences, studios need to give fans a 'stake in the survival of the franchise… creating a space where they can make their own creative contributions' (Jenkins, 2006, 168) : but the evidence of the trailers analysed here suggests that the studios are more content to encourage trailer producers to model trailer texts that encourage audience interaction with licensed product, creating online excitement through official montage sequences and imagery than fan-produced works. The degree of interactivity these texts allow -pausing and sifting through the trailer -may also be complicated by the growth of videophone and iPod trailers, where the control offered by these portable screens is not currently as tactile or accurate as a computer interface. However, with technology constantly developing, it is likely that fan created trailers and trailer modelling will both continue for some time to come. 
